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Monitoring and protecting natural assets is increasingly important today, as aggressive pathogens

are negatively impacting the trees' survival. In this regard, root systems are affected by fungal

infections that cause roots’ rot and eventually lead to trees' death. Such disease can spread rapidly

to the adjacent trees and affect larger areas. Since these decays generally do not display visible

signs, early identification is the key to tree preservation.

Within this context, non-destructive testing (NDT) methods are becoming popular, being more

versatile than destructive methods. Specifically, ground penetrating radar (GPR) is emerging as an

accurate geophysical method for tree root mapping. Recent research has focused on

implementing automated algorithms for 3D root mapping, improving root detection through

advanced GPR signal processing and the estimation of tree roots' mass density [1]. Also, recent

studies have proven that GPR is effective in mapping the root system's architecture of street trees

[2].

The present research reports the preliminary results of an experimental study, conducted to

investigate the feasibility of a novel tree root assessment methodology based on the analysis of

GPR data both in time and frequency domain. To this end, data were processed using a short-time

Fourier transform (STFT) approach [3], which allows the evaluation of how the frequency spectrum

changes across the signal propagation time window. The suggested processing system may be

implemented for expeditious analyses or on trees challenging to access, such as in urban

environments, where more comprehensive survey methods are not applicable. The objectives of

this study, therefore, are to investigate how different features (i.e., roots, layers) affect the time-

frequency analysis of GPR data, and to identify recurring patterns in the results to set a coherent

data processing methodology.

Results' interpretation has shown the viability of the presented approach in recognising the

influence of different features on the analysis of GPR data as it changes over time. This also

allowed the detection of recurring patterns in the analysed data, proving that this method is

worthy of further investigations.
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